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ABOUT
THE SUMMIT
The 2nd Sustainable Energy Europe Summit took place 

virtually on the 28 - 30 September 2021.

The Summit welcomed participants from around 

the world who benefited from 3 days of virtual 
networking and exclusive insights during 9 high-level 
sessions covering Europe’s sustainable energy 
projects, policies and strategies that aim to deliver 
on set climate goals for 2030 and 2050.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SUMMIT INCLUDE:

NICK DEYGOO-BOYER
President
Georgetown Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (GCCI)

H.E. DAN JORGENSEN
Minister for Climate, Energy and 
Utilities
Denmark 

CHRISTIAN PHO DUC
Managing Director
H2 Projects
Smartenergy

ANNALEENA MAKILA
Chair
European Sea Ports 
Organisation (ESPO)

H.E. JOÃO PEDRO MATOS 
FERNANDES 
Minister of Environment & Climate Action 
Portugal

H.E. AGNES PANNIER-
RUNACHER  
Minister Delegate for Industry
France

www.sustainableenergyeurope.com

• European governments are committed to investments

and projects with detailed plans ahead

• Ports are creating major energy transition clusters and

supporting sustainable energy supply chains whilst

linking the renewable energy global trade

• European energy demand requires regional hubs &

large-scale hydrogen transport infrastructure with

adequate economic, technological and strategic

instruments.

• Hard to decarbonise sectors need supportive political

framework conditions to manage its transformation

• Europe is a leader in electrolysis systems and creates

unique hydrogen valleys



Session 1: Creating Sustainable Energy Hubs: Ports, Transportation & Industrial Energy Users looked at how ports play 

a major role in building up the sustainable ecosystem around Europe. Some of the topics of this session included: 

• Creating sustainable energy hubs in Europe: the role of ports, transportation and industrial users in driving the

energy transition

• Europe’s energy hubs leading the energy transition and creating commercial opportunities and green sustainable

clusters

• Green projects global value chain in wind, solar and hydrogen

• Regulations and critical policies to advance Europe’s Sustainable Agenda

• Green advancements and sustainable announcements promoting the sustainable agenda

Christian Pho Duc, Chief Technology Officer & Managing Director H2 Projects, Smartenergy - the 

Summit’s Lead Sponsor, shared a critical presentation on Creating Sustainable Energy Hubs: Ports, Transportation 

& Industrial Energy Users. Smartenergy believes that the Fit for 55 Package brings an updated renewable energy 

directive which opens up key opportunities in the renewable sector. 

Annaleena Makila, Chair, European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) guided the participants through 

the work the institution is currently engaged in. ESPO represents the port authorities, port associations and 

port administrations of the seaports of 22 Member States of the European Union and Norway at 

EU political level. ESPO stressed the importance of EU, national and local governments in  recognising the 

new role of ports as sustainable energy hubs and how both big and small ports have a key role to play in order to 

deliver this potential. 
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Tuesday 28 September, Day 1 

Ministerial Keynote Addresses

H.E. João Pedro Matos Fernandes, Minister of Environment & Climate Action, Portugal shared the nation’s ambition 

for sustainable project development. The country is at the forefront of green technologies in wind, 

solar and hydrogen in Europe.

H.E. Dan Jorgensen, Minister for Climate, Energy and Utilities, Denmark. The Danish Energy 

Model has consistently shown the Government’s commitment to sustainability and the country 

is investing and supporting its industry on the energy transition. 

H.E. Agnès Pannier-Runacher, Minister Delegate for Industry, Ministry of Economy, Finance and 

the Recovery, France mentioned how the country is leading the sustainable and energy 

transition agenda in Europe. The Minister also stressed that all options should be considered when 

discussing strategies for sustainability.

Nelson Lage, Chairman of the Board, Portuguese Energy Agency (ADENE) is developing multiple 

initiatives across Portugal to promote the uptake of sustainable energy and the increase in energy efficiency across 

the country through support for industrial users as well as private housing retrofits which will contribute to 

better energy usage within the country. 



• Identifying & Investing the Projects with the Greatest Returns: where do we need to focus R&D and what

opportunities are we still not capturing?

• How do we consolidate renewable energy value chains in the pursuit for cleaner fuels?

• What are the competing technologies and tradeoffs from within today’s renewable energy market?

• An overview of the state of play for ESG in renewables – what investors are looking for and how they are

using metrics and rating

• Coming regulation – The impacts of SFDR, and EU Taxonomy on cost of capital for renewables

• ESG in renewables – what do you need to do next?

The first speaker of the session was Dr. Rene Cotting, Chief Financial Officer of 

Smartenergy whose presentation looked at reaching beneficial investment decisions into 

green hydrogen. Smartenergy looks at different lighthouse projects to cover the H2 ecosystem with 

ventures in countries such as Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal. Mr Cotting also called for all players who 

can contribute to the development of the major requirements for green hydrogen to act now! 

Tom Rayner, CEO, Sillion  - the Summit’s Gold Sponsor, shared the company’s expertise as a consultancy 

specialising in strategic communications for companies involved in the renewables, energy, and 

sustainability sectors, and corporate ESG advice across all industries. Mr. Rayner’s remarks looked 

particularly at the opportunities in ESGs, regulations, and the future of ESGs in the renewable sector. 

Abigail Cutajar, Advisor to the Minister on Energy and Sustainable Development – Ministry for 

Energy, Enterprise and Sustainable Development, Government of Malta shared the government’s plans for 

sustainable energy. With a strategic position in the Mediterranean Sea between South Europe and 

North Africa, Malta offers excellent opportunities for sustainable developments. 

Pedro Amaral Jorge, CEO, APREN shared the vision from the Portuguese Renewable Energy Agency 

and their work towards implementing a sustainable framework and support projects in the country.  

APREN represents more than 90% of all renewable energy producing companies in Portugal with a 

strong stakeholder engament in Portugal and also at the EU level.
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Haroun van Hövell, Chairman of the Board of Directors, LBC Tank Terminals looked into the financing for 

green energy transition, the required preparedness companies need to have in order to attract investors 

and how to bridge the current constraints experienced in green energy projects. Victoria Marie Evensen, 

Vice Mayor for Business Development and Public Ownership, City of Oslo shared Oslo’s exciting 

projects regarding sustainable energy developments. Oslo is one of the most sustainable cities in the world 

and is currently looking for partners, financing and collaboration to move the current sustainable projects into 

reality. 

The summit continued with Session 2: Investment Opportunities and ESG Considerations in Sustainable Energy 
Projects which looked at different topics including: 



Session 3 focused on the Europe’s Leading Ports Panel: Driving the Sustainable Energy Transition which 

looked at how ports are creating major energy transition clusters and supporting sustainable energy supply 

chains whilst linking the renewable energy global trade. Some of the key topics discussed included: 

• Leading European Ports engaging in the energy transition, creating opportunities and technology

advanced solutions and becoming global green energy hubs.

• The need for European coordination when establishing green energy hubs and the necessary political

instruments (e.g. IPCEI)?

José Luis Cacho, President of the Board of Directors, Port of Sines shared a presentation from the port 

which is the main entry point in the Iberian Atlantic coast, whose geophysical characteristics have 

contributed to its consolidation as a strategic asset, as a main energy supply port in the country and as a 

reference in the world. The port is going through an expansion project and developing several key initiatives to 

adapt to the new hydrogen reality as well as a key focus on sustainable energy developments. 

Dick Engelhardt, Member of the Board of Directors and Chief Development & Nautical Operations at 

the North Sea Port, showed the potential for the port within the new energy transition framework. The port is 

within the top 10 ports in Europe with a large area to expand and very well positioned to attract sustainable 

growth. Maarten Barthel, Business Manager Energy and Data Centres, Groningen Seaports is 

Delfzijlformed by a combination of two major areas:  and Eemshaven. Delfzijl has a 

predominantly circular economy and biobased chemicals whilst Eemshaven looks mostly at offshore 

wind and energy & data. Mr. Barthel also stressed the consortium of Gasunie, Groningen Seaports and 

Shell Nederland which have launched ambitious NortH2 green hydrogen project with massive projects for 

growth. 

Franca Diechtl, Team Lead International Cooperation, German Energy Agency (DENA) did a 

presentation  on European demand perspectives - regional hubs & large-scale hydrogen 

transport infrastructure, the technological, economic and strategic challenges to achieve it and what are the 

solutions and instruments available. Some of these instruments are IPCEIs and collaboration will be instrumental 

to deploy hydrogen globally. 
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Wednesday 29 September, Day 2

Ministerial Keynote Addresses

The second day of the Summit started with a Ministerial Keynote Address by H.E. Michal Kurtyka, Minister 

of Climate and Environment, Poland. The country has vast potential for offshore wind, solar projects and the 

potential to increase renewable electricity production with the main goal of decreasing the dependency of coal as 

an energy source. 

H.E. Andreas Feicht, State Secretary, Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs & Energy from Germany shared the 

plans and strategies for sustainable energy developments. As a key industrial powerhouse in Europe with 

a strong record in the sustainable energies such as solar, wind and others the German Government is 

committed to investments and projects and the Secretary of State detailed the plans ahead. 
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The summit continued with Session 4: Commercial Opportunities to Decarbonise Key Economic 
Sectors: Steel, Cement, Mobility & Shipping with a major focus in sustainability in hard to abate 

sectors in Europe. Key topics touched upon during the session included: 

• How sustainable energy is a crucial opportunity to decarbonize key industries and economic sectors

• Sustainable projects in Steel, Cement, Mobility and Shipping

• Will liquid hydrogen be part of the future sustainable solution? What are the options and plans?

Dr Martin Theuringer, Managing Director, Germany Steel Federation represented a very important 

sector with a presentation focused on opportunities to decarbonise key economic sectors and the 

example of steel which represents 30% of all industrial emissions and with significant cuts ahead to 

adhere to stringent EU and Germany climate targets. Dr Theuringer also reinforced that the steel 

sector needs supportive political framework conditions to manage its transformation. 

Dr Gokce Mete, Head of Secretariat, Leadership Group for Industry Transition, Stockholm 
Environment Institute presented the key points the institute is working on towards energy transition 

and the promotion of decarbonisation across industrial sectors. 

Josef Doppelbauer, Executive Director, European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) leads the institution 

which has a mandate to become a world leader in railway safety. Certification initiatives together 

with the promotion of clean railways and the use of hydrogen as a clean source of energy. The agency is 

a centre of expertise for energy transition, energy efficiency, renewable energy sources and systems. 

Germany has set an ambitious climate target for industry with the specificity of distinguishing 

between process emissions and energy emissions. Hydrogen is also in the agenda.  Although 

availability and price of green hydrogen is a key restriction, measures along the entire value chain 

are required to enable a transition towards “green products”. Michael Engsted, Investor & Managing 

Director of Plagazi shared the company’s expertise in transforming green hydrogen from waste with 

an innovative process which focus on managing all types of waste: Auto shredder residues, medical 

waste, plastic waste and industrial waste.

Session 5 Green Technology Transitions: How is Technology Pushing Forward Green Energy Deployment had 

three main topics: 

• Cost and efficiency assessment in emerging renewable projects – what clean technologies

have survived the test of time?

• New sustainable technologies and solutions: latest updates, plans, advancements

• Digitising clean energy networks – future game changers transforming sustainable energy

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Weigand, Professor for Inorganic Chemistry, University of JENA shared with the 

audience how collaboration between institutions is moving forward and presenting new technologies and 

breakthroughs that might be helpful in moving forward with hydrogen developments. His team research is 

showing how noble metal free photosensitizer – Catalyst hybrids for photocatalytic hydrogen generation under 

visible light. 

Bart Biebuyck, Executive Director, Fuel Cells & Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCHJU) reinforced Europe as a leader 

in electrolysis systems and the hydrogen valleys. The presentation also presented key opportunities in the mobility 

sector, including maritime, road transport and other areas with a big impact in green energies. 

Dan Katz, CEO & Co-Founder, Orbital Sidekick showed an innovative technology through space-based infrastructure 

of hyperspectral sensors to provide monitoring global services for more sustainable operations in the energy sector. 



Session 6 had a strong focus in the solar markets in Europe, Projects, Investments and Timelines with major topics of 
the latest opportunities for the Solar Market in Iberia.
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30 September 2021, Day 3

Ministerial Keynote Addresses

Day three of the summit started with a Ministerial Keynote Address from H.E. Sara Aagesen Muñoz, Secretary 

of State for Energy, Spain shared the country’s energy transition plans. In a detailed presentation the Secretary 

of State showed how Spain is investing in sustainable projects, attracting partners and implementing 

measures to encourage citizens to adopt a more sustainable lifestyle. The Secretary of State also detailed all 

the major projects, government strategies and support to reach Spain’s ambitious green ambitions. 

José Luis Cacho, President of the Board of Directors, Port of Sines shared a presentation from the port 

which is the main entry point in the Iberian Atlantic coast, whose geophysical characteristics have 

contributed to its consolidation as a strategic asset, as a main energy supply port in the country and as a 

reference in the world. The port is going through an expansion project and developing several key 

initiatives to adapt to the new hydrogen reality.

Dick Engelhardt, Member of the Board of Directors and Chief Development & Nautical Operations at 

the North Sea Port, showed the potential for the port within the new energy transition framework. The port is 

within the top 10 ports in Europe with a large area to expand and very well positioned to attract sustainable growth. 

Maarten Barthel, Business Manager Energy and Data Centres, Groningen Seaports is formed by a 

combination of two major areas: Delfzijl and Eemshaven. Delfzijl has a predominantly circular economy 

and biobased chemicals whilst Eemshaven looks mostly at offshore wind and energy & data. Mr. Barthel 

also stressed the consortium of Gasunie, Groningen Seaports and Shell Nederland which have launched 

ambitious NortH2 green hydrogen project with massive projects for growth. 

Franca Diechtl, Team Lead International Cooperation, German Energy Agency (DENA) did a presentation  

on European demand perspectives - regional hubs & large-scale hydrogen transport infrastructure, the 

technological, economic and strategic challenges to achieve it and what are the solutions and instruments 

available. Some of these instruments are IPCEIs and collaboration will be instrumental to deploy hydrogen globally. 

Kyriakos Gialoglou, Director of Government Affairs and Managing Director, Seawind Greece, 
Seawind Ocean Technology  and João Amaral, CTO and Country Manager Portugal, Voltalia Group shared 

the latest advancements in the wind sector. Seawind is dedicated to decarbonisation by redefining the global 

renewable energy industry. Voltalia Group is an energy and serviced provided in the sustainable energy sector 

with large projects most recently in Brazil. 
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Session 8: Hydrogen Deployment in Europe: A Catalyst for Sustainable Energy Transition 
This important session had as main topics the following: 

• Resources, Funds and Political pushes to look out for in today’s clean energy puzzle when

choosing clean technology to invest in

• Hydrogen Colours - making the right bet when it comes to competing alternative energy resources

expected to improve future societies

• How to transform Europe’s grid to new energy sources transportation and distribution

• Weighing up risks and returns in new transition energy markets

• UK Energy Networks in the Energy Transition: Opportunities and Challenges

Charley Rattan, Hydrogen Trainer and Business Advisor, Charley Rattan Associates expertly moderated 

this session which welcomed presentations and a lively discussion between the speakers on the exciting 

opportunities in hydrogen.

Jeannette Uhlig, Team Leader Carbon Neutral Energy Carrier, German Energy Agency (DENA) covered 

how to transform Europe’s grid to new energy sources in transportation and distribution - Development 

of the required hydrogen transport infrastructure, as well as the different hydrogen colours and weighing up risks and 

returns in new transition energy markets.

Sally Prickett, VP Hydrogen Market Development, bp shared the company’s view on hydrogen development in the UK, 

as well as an overview of bp in-flight project. Ms. Prickett also reinforced what’s required to make it happen and the 

necessity for partnerships and policy/regulation.

Jan Ingwersen, General Director, European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSOG) 
led the audience on a presentation with a core topics of: How can gas infrastructure support the Energy Transition? 

This can be achieved through different simultaneous approaches such as connecting the renewable and 

low carbon energy sources, cross-border trade as well as cost efficiency in the energy transition. There are 

challenges of creating an EU-wide hydrogen network, such as technical, markets, planning, policy and 

regulations, which ENTSOG is committed to bridge and actively foster the deployment of hydrogen and other clean 

energies. 

Timo Bollerhey, Managing Director, H2Global Advisory GmbH shared the development of the H2Global scheme 

and how this institution is supporting the advancement of hydrogen and partnerships from Germany to a global scale. 

Anise Ganbold, Research Leader, Commodities and Hydrogen, Aurora Energy Research shared important 

topics such as: Aurora’s expectation of the costs development for green hydrogen and blue hydrogen in 

Europe and what is driving this. Will green compete on price with blue or even grey? Analysis of the pipeline 

of electrolyser projects globally. Who is leading? What kind of trends are emerging in terms of project type, 

offtaker set-up and source of power? UK hydrogen policy and regulation. Aurora’s assessment of the UK 

hydrogen strategy and how attractive the UK is for investors compared to other countries in Europe

Session 9: The Finance Focus – A Summary of Best Practices in Energy Investing looked at topics such as: 

• Project Financing and Regulation from the European Commission and European Bank perspectives

• Trade Relations between North Africa and Europe – capturing sustainable value in emerging
economies

• Regulatory change that investors can expect when joining the clean energy transition

• Support mechanisms & financing to catalyze low and no carbon private sector
investments

Dana Novakovic, CEO: M&A Energy, Infrastructure & RES, LBC Energy Advisory led an expert discussion 

with Pedro Amaral Jorge, CEO, APREN and François Gilles, Advisor, European Investment Bank Advisory’s Service 

on the financial opportunities and innovative solutions required to support sustainable projects as 

well as the energy transition. 

This session concluded the Sustainable Energy Europe Summit. 



THE SUMMIT IN NUMBERS

The 2nd Sustainable Energy Europe Summit gathered senior-level delegates who had the opportunity to hear from 46 

expert speakers who shared their latest insights cutting across global industry trends, development strategies, financing 

and investing in sustainable energy in Europe.

Participants' Geographical Location

Seniority Breakdown 

Managing Director/Director/Founder/Co-Founder 31%

CEO/VP/President   24% 

Business Development/Commercial/Sales/Marketing    24%

Senior Manager/Manager 12%

Advisor/Consultant/Analyst      9%

2%
South 

America 89%
Europe

2%
Middle
East

1%
Asia

6%
North 

America
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     Sectors Represented

     What Happened at the Summit

Finance, Bank, 
Invesment

Power, Water &
Utilities

Government 
& Ministries

Chemicals

21% 13%

10% 5%9%
Service, Infrastructure & 

Construction

3%
Logistics, Maritime & Supply Chain

7%
Academic, Research & 

Associations

19%
Renewables & 
Environment 

13%
Consultancy & Legal

10 HOURS
OF DEDICATED

NETWORKING TIME
THOUGHT

INDUSTRY EXPERTS

12 HOURS
OF FORWARD

THINKING CONTENT

46
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PARTICIPANTS’ TOP
TANGIBLE TAKEAWAYS 
Here is what Delegates had to say about their experience
at the Sustainable Energy Europe Summit

“This was an exciting and most interesting conference giving a perfect insight into the latest developments in 

hydrogen technologies. The conference was excellently organized and I was very glad to participate actively 

giving an oral communication. Thank you very much for inviting me.”

WOLFGANG WEIGAND

Professor

Friedrich Schiller University Jena

“Great event, with an incredible range of subjects and high-level speakers connected through a well organized 
event"

JULIA MACHADO 
Researcher

NUIG, Solar2Chem Project

"Professional and informative"

CHARLEY RATTAN

World Hydrogen Leader 

Charley Rattan Associates
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Sustainable Energy Europe 
2021 Event Trailer

With a stellar lineup of international and European 
energy leaders, the Sustainable Energy Europe 
Summit serves up insights into the projects and 
policy announcements from the European energy 
sector. Furthermore, the three-day virtual event 
gives you extensive networking and engagement 
tools to connect with like-minded C-level delegates 
from the world’s most respected companies.

 www.youtu.be/-RptHgwoY-s

Sustainable Energy Europe 
Summit - Q&A Session with 
Smartenergy
In preparations for the event, we’ve met with João 
Cunha, the COO & Deputy CEO at Smartenergy who 
shared his ideas on the barriers in achieving net zero 
target, the lessons learned from the history of the 
industry, unobvious aspects of renewable funding 
and his hopes for the future in the energy sector.

 www.youtu.be/19nqGtlWKEE

Sustainable Energy Europe 
Summit - Q&A Session
with Sillion

Ahead of the 2nd Sustainable Energy Europe 
Summit, we asked Tom Rayner, CEO at Sillion, some 
of our key questions about sustainable investing:

How deep is the trend of ESG integrated into every 
asset class, and what are the priorities around ESG 
for investors? 

How should sustainable energy companies in Europe 
be approaching ESG? And how wide is the range of 
solutions you can propose to them?

https://youtu.be/-_AIxVoor8g

VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS
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TIAGO   MARQUES
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Sustainable Energy Council

+44 20 7978 0008
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Business Development Manager
Sustainable Energy Council
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